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tractordata com tractor serial numbers - many international harvester tractors will have a long number sequence with the
letter u in the middle the numbers on the list correspond to the digits after the letter missing serial numbers with an older
tractor it is not uncommon for a tractor s serial number to be missing the serial number plate might be lost, ih serial
numbers oldihc - information provided by howard pletcher this is an updated version june 29 2004 there is little to decode
from ih serial numbers if you have a table of them they do identify the time frame a truck was built in but that is not hidden
within the serial number, valuable serial number information from international - in october of 1984 one of our
subscribers gerald jahreis of 2908 maple avenue eden new york 14057 wrote a letter to mrs s k otten in the customer
relations department of international harvester company, serial number list farmall works 1926 1971 - feedback and
support click to comment or ask a question visit our other wisconsin historical society websites, international harvester
serial number search epub - international harvester serial number search international harvester case ih farmall cub
decals if you need a serial number tag for your tractor please look over list of international harvester engines tractor
november 7th 2018 search sign in don t have an account register start a, antique tractor serial numbers yesterday s
tractors - there are 19 models listed for international farmall just click on a model to see the serial numbers and the years it
was manufactured, how to decode an ihc vin number it still runs - reading a vin from 1965 to 1973 you will see a 6 digit
model code with a letter to indicate where the vehicle was built followed by a 6 digit serial number these numbers would
indicate the order in which ihc made the vehicles, farmall tractor serial number guide - farmall tractor serial reference f12
year starting serial number 1932 501 1933 526 1934 4881, ih louisville works cub cadet monthly serial number - the
final s n of the ih cub cadets by model 482 688742 582 694233 582s 694101 682 694243 782 694248 982 688712 note 1 in
1960 there were 3 experimental models built by the engineering center 10 prototypes built at louisville works and believed
by the author to be numbered 401 through 410 409 exists and a limited production of 25 test units beginning with s n 501,
1htmkadn43h561298 vin decoder international - vin decoder vindecoder pl is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information it publishes technical data characteristics specifications indicators etc all manufacturers logos marques and all
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners
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